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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous sensor networks, including traffic monitoring sys-

tems and telemetry systems, produce massive spatiotemporal data.

Geolocated time series data and timestamped trajectory data are

generally produced from fixed and mobile sensors in these systems,

offering the possibility to detect events of interest. Events of in-

terest generally comprise emerging and gradual changes in the

behavior of those systems, including patterns of congestion in road,

utility and communication networks. However, the comprehensive

discovery of these actionable events is challenged by the: i) inher-

ently spatiotemporal and heterogeneous nature of data produced

by different sensors; ii) difficulty of detecting emerging patterns not

yet markedly noticeable at early stages; and iii) massive data size.

This work proposes E2PAT, a scalable method to comprehen-

sively detect emerging patterns from heterogoeneous sources of

spatiotemporal data generated by large sensor networks. We com-

bine simplistic time differencing and spatial intersection principles

to identify all emerging patterns distributed along geographies

of interest. We show that the use of these principles guarantee a

linear-time efficiency of E2PAT on the size of the input data. In

addition, we propose an integrative score to measure the relevance

of emerging patterns and show its role to support pattern retrieval,

promote usability, and guarantee the actionability of the found

patterns. These contributions are comprehensively assessed in the

context of the Lisbon’s road traffic monitoring system, a large-

scale network of mobile and fixed sensors. The gathered results

confirm the actionability of the found patterns and the scalability

of E2PAT. E2PAT is provided as an open-source tool available at

https://github.com/francisconeves97/emerging-patterns.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous sensors placed within complex systems – whether

urban, physiological, mechanical, digital, geophysical, or communi-

cation systems – generate spatiotemporal data that offer the possi-

bility to acquire comprehensive views of systems’ behavior along

time. Discovering emerging patterns in such heterogeneous sensor

networks is essential to identify important changes that reveals

needs for actuation [2]. Illustrating, increased utility, processing

and communication needs along certain routes of a supply network

may reveal future bottlenecks, propelling dynamic rebalancing

initiatives. In urban mobility, emerging patterns reveal ongoing

changes in city traffic dynamics, whose growth along time may

indicate the establishment of new congestion trends with impact on

the normal traffic flow [23, 31]. Those trends can evolve to create

traffic bottlenecks if timely precautions are not taken [7]. As such,

the early detection of emerging patterns offers urban planners the

opportunity to make the necessary provisions to urban mobility.

Despite the relevance of emerging pattern discovery in heteroge-

neous sensor networks, this task is hindered by themajor challenges.

First, the inherent spatiotemporal nature of the available data. In

the context of road traffic, massive timestamped trajectory data

produced by vehicles with mobile sensors, as well as geolocalized

time series data produced by inductive loop counters, are often

available [17]. Second, the need to combine multiple views from

the heterogeneous data produced by a network of mobile and fixed

sensors. In the context of road traffic, this implies combining dis-

tinct views on traffic flow, including speed limits, congestion size,

congestion recurrence, experienced delay, or vehicle throughput

from speed and loop-counter sensors. Third, the need for a robust

and timely detection of emerging patterns [1]. In the context of

road traffic, this implies a comprehensive geographical traversal of

changing dynamics at an earlier stage. Fourth, the massive size of

signal data produced by large sensor networks. In the context of

road traffic, cities can be equipped with hundreds of loop counters

and millions of active mobile devices [45], producing abundant data

along time. Fifth, and finally, the need to guarantee the actionability,

interpretability, and navigability of emerging pattern’s solutions.

This work proposes a linear-time method to comprehensively

discover emerging patterns from heterogoeneous spatiotemporal

data that is able to address the listed challenges. To this, we combine

three simplistic yet effective operations – time series differencing,

spatial intersection and regression calculus – for the efficient dis-

covery of all emerging patterns observed along geographies of

interest. In addition, we propose an integrative score to measure

the relevance of emerging patterns that yield statistical properties

of interest.

The proposed method, referred as E2PAT (Emerging Event PAT-

tern miner), offers four major contributions. First, E2PAT is able
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to comprehensively mine both emerging patterns and trends from

heterogeneous spatiotemporal data collected along a geography of

interest. In particular, we show its efficacy in dealing with times-

tamped trajectory data and geolocalized time series. Second, E2PAT

has a linear computational complexity on the size of the input data.

Third, E2PAT combines growth rate, support and fitting-error crite-

ria to guarantee pattern actionability and minimize the presence of

both false positive patterns (retrieved yet not relevant) and false

negative patterns (not retrieve yet relevant). Fourth, and finally, we

show that the proposed scoring schema has a key role in assessing

the relevance of an emerging pattern, which guides the navigation

along pattern solutions. In particular, E2PAT implements modal,

spatial and temporal zoom facilities to guarantee the usability of

the pattern analysis process.

To assess the significance of the proposed contributions, E2PAT is

extensively evaluated against the Lisbon’s road traffic monitoring

system, a system that combines fixed sensors – inductive loop

detectors at the major road junctions in the city – and sensors from

mobile devices – geolocalized speed detectors from citizens and

visitors. The gathered results confirm the relevance of the proposed

E2PAT method, highlighting the aforementioned contributions, and

further illustrating the relevance of the found patterns to support

mobility decisions.

E2PAT is provided as both a graphical and programmatic tool

satisfying strict usability criteria.

The manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 provides essen-

tial background on spatiotemporal data analysis. Section 3 surveys

relevant work on detecting actionable changes patterns in com-

plex systems. Section 4 proposes E2PAT, introducing principles,

Section 5 gathers and discusses the results from experimentally as-

sessing E2PAT in urban systems. Finally, Section 6 offers the major

concluding remarks and implications.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides essential background to understand the target

task: emerging pattern discovery from spatiotemporal data. Section

2.1 describes the spatiotemporal data strucutres that can be inputted

for this task, with a focus on georeferenced time series from sta-

tionary devices, and spatiotemporal event data from mobile devices.

Section 2.2 introduces the concept of emerging pattern, describing

the desirable properties to be pursued during their discovery.

To illustrate and validate the contributions, we consider road

traffic monitoring systems as the study case. In the context of this

work, a road traffic monitoring system is an heterogeneous network

composed of: i) inductive loop counters, stationary devices typically

found in major road junctions in a city; and ii) geolocalized speed

meters from active mobile devices used along private and public

road trips.

2.1 Spatiotemporal data from sensor networks

Georeferenced time series. Signals produced by fixed sensors
are generally represented as time series, an ordered set of obser-

vations x = (x1, ..., x𝑇 ), each observation x𝑡 being recorded at a

specific time point 𝑡 . Time series can be univariate, x𝑡 ∈ R, or
multivariate, x𝑡 ∈ R𝑚 , where𝑚 > 1 is the multivariate order (num-

ber of variables). Time series recorded at a particular location are

mentioned as georeferenced. A georeferenced time series is a tuple
𝐺𝑇 = (𝜙, x), where 𝜙 is a pair (𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) describing the
location where the series x is being recorded.

Time series can be decomposed into trend, seasonal, cyclical,
and irregular components using additive or multiplicative models

[4]. Classical approaches for time series analysis generally rely

on statistical principles, including auto-regression, differencing and

exponential smoothing operations [43]

In the context of road traffic monitoring systems, inductive loop
detectors (ILDs) are equipment installed under roads pavements for

detecting vehicle passages. Depending on the type of ILD, these

equipments are able to detect variables such as the volume, speed

and class of vehicles passing (more information in [24]). ILD raw

signal data are thus often aggregated to provide frequentist views

on the cumulative number or average speed of different classes of

vehicles on a given road along specific time intervals, i.e. geoeref-

erenced multivariate time series data.

Spatiotemporal event data. A trajectory is a sequence ⟨𝜙1, 𝜙2,

· · · , 𝜙𝑛⟩, where 𝜙𝑖 is a pair (latitude,longitude). A timestamped

trajectory, ⟨(𝜙1, 𝑡1), · · · , (𝜙𝑛, 𝑡𝑛)⟩, has its coordinates, 𝜙𝑖 , annotated
with a timestamp, 𝑡𝑖 .

Floating car data are paradigmatic examples of timestamped

trajectory data produced from mobile devices with active global

positioning systems (GPS), gathering the position of vehicles along

time. Methods for producing floating car data from GPS informa-

tion generally produce rather sparse trajectories that need to be

completed within the constraints of the road network mesh [3, 5, 6].

These individual trajectories produced by mobile devices can be ag-

gregated, and specific features of interest (such as speed) extracted

from devices circulating throughout the same trajectory segments

at similar time periods [33]. Applications, such as GoogleMaps
1
,

WAZE
2
or TomTom

3
, installed in some of the mobile devices, offer

localization and navigation facilities, providing an aggregate view

of the ongoing traffic dynamics within the city.

In this context, an event is a tuple 𝐸 = (x, 𝑠, 𝜏), where:
– x = (𝑥1, · · · , 𝑥𝑚) is the observation, either univariate (𝑚=1)

or multivariate (𝑚 > 1) depending on the number of moni-

tored variables. For instance, given speed (𝑦1) and through-

put (𝑦2) variables, an illustrative observation is x=(𝑥1=15km/h,

𝑥2=10cars/min);

– 𝑠 is the spatial extent of the observation x. The spatial extent
𝑠 can be any spatial representation associated with the event,

such as a geographic coordinate or a trajectory;
– 𝜏 is the temporal extent of the observation x, either given by

a time instant or a time interval.

A spatiotemporal event dataset is a collection of events, 𝐸 =

{𝑒1, 𝑒2, · · · , 𝑒𝑛}, each event producing a (multivariate) observation

recorded along specific spatial and temporal context.

In the context of road traffic monitoring systems, an event gener-

ally corresponds to a significant change to the regular speed along

a given road segment (trajectory) or location (coordinate). Geolo-

calized speed data can thus be seen as a collection of events, where

1
https://www.google.com/maps

2
https://www.waze.com/en-GB/

3
https://www.tomtom.com/en_gb
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each event, 𝑒𝑖 = (x𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖 , 𝜏𝑖 ), is a traffic jam event that occurred at

time 𝑡𝑖 in a trajectory (road segment) 𝑠𝑖 . The set of observations

x𝑖 contains traffic information – such as the recorded speed, delay,

severity level or road type – that characterizes the occurring jam.

2.2 Emerging pattern discovery

Spatiotemporal pattern mining. Given a spatiotemporal

dataset (section 2.1), a pattern is a spatially correlated set of fre-

quent, periodic or coherently changing observations along time.

Illustrating, periodic patterns describe recurrent behavior over regu-

lar time intervals at certain locations or trajectories. Graph patterns

are sets of trajectories or locations within the target sensor network

that are frequently co-associated with an event of interest (such as

co-occurring congestions). Temporal association rules define hypo-

thetical causal relationships between correlated frequent events at

nearby locations or trajectories.

For each of these pattern solutions, different criteria of interest

can be measured: i) pattern support, the number of observations

satisfying the pattern; ii) pattern length, the multivariate order

and spatiotemporal extension of the given pattern; and iii) pattern
strength, including confidence, lift and interestingness, defines the

association strength among the elements composing a pattern.

Emergin patterns. Emerging Patterns (EPs) were firstly intro-

duced by Dong et al. [8] in the context of multivariate observations

collected from two periods/datasets. An emerging pattern was in

this context defined as a multivariate pattern whose support suf-

fered a significant change between the two given periods.

This work extends this early notion of emerging pattern to

encompass an arbitrary number of time periods and to further

incorporate spatial information. Given a spatiotemporal dataset,

an emerging pattern is a set of spatially correlated observations

whose values satisfy specific growth, fitness and support criteria
along time.

The growth criterion defines the rate at which observations

change along time. For instance, given a specific location and pe-

riodicity, a growth rate of 1% indicates that the values of a given

observation increase 1% on every period under assessment.

Given a specific growth rate, the fitness (error) criterion defines

how well observations follow (deviate) from the given expectations.

For instance, fluctuations of the observed values around the ex-

pected values produce residues that can be used to characterize

the fitness (error) of a given emerging pattern. Emerging patterns

below a given accuracy threshold may be spurious findings and

should therefore be discarded.

Finally, support criterion defines the number of observations

(temporal extent) satisfying the given growth and accuracy criteria.

In this context, emerging pattern discovery can be applied under

minimum growth, accuracy and support thresholds.

In the context of traffic monitoring systems, a pattern of road

traffic is a coherent form of traffic behavior that satisfies a spe-

cific criterion of periodicity, frequency, or growth. An illustrative

emerging pattern of road traffic is:

{(speed limit decrease at weekly growth rate 2% | trajectory s𝐴),
(traffic throughput increase at weekly growth rate 3% | location 𝜙𝐵)}

where = Areeiro, when = ( [10h,11h[ ∧ Mondays)
satisfying 𝑟2 > 0.5 ∧ support > 10

where the coefficient of determination is used as the fitness criterion

and at least 10 observations (support criterion) necessary to infer the

observed growth rates, 2% and 3%, from congestions on a segment

𝑠𝐴 and location 𝜙𝐵 within the Areeiro region at Mondays, 10h.

In alternative to speed limits and traffic flow, emerging patterns

of road traffic may further capture growing mobility restrictions

associated with the congestions’ extent, recurrence, average delay

per distance, and severity.

Pattern quality. In addition to the introduced growth, quality
and support criteria, emerging patterns should further satisfy the

following properties of interest:

– non-triviality (novelty) and actionability (support decisions);

– robustness (bounded noise tolerance);

– statistical significance (excluded spurious patterns that occur
by chance);

– interpretability;
– coverage (complete solutions spanning different geographies

and time periods);

– efficiency of the pattern retrieval process.

Target problem. Given the introduced sources of spatiotemporal

data in section 2.1 (input), as well as the desirable pattern properties

in section 2.2 (output), the problem targeted in this work is the

efficient and effective discovery of emerging patterns.

3 RELATEDWORK

Emerging pattern discovery. The concept of emerging pat-

terns (EP) can be traced back to two different research streams.

In time series data analysis, the discovery of emerging behaviors

generally corresponds to the modeling of non-linear trends within

a time series [16]. In this field, emerging behaviors are generally

approximated using non-linear regressive or auto-regressive mod-

els, including regime switching models and neural network models,

approximated on the original time series or on a decomposed series

after removing seasonal and cyclical components [11].

In the pattern mining field, emerging behaviors were in 1999

coupled with the pattern concept, implying the satisfaction of well-

defined frequency criteria. An emerging pattern (EP), as firstly

introduced by Dong et al. [8], is a set of data instances whose

characteristics entail significant changes between two (or more)

timestamped datasets. Since then, this original notion of EPs has

been extended and mostly applied in bioinformatic domains [8,

27, 28, 32, 34]. Nevertheless, and to our knowledge, EPs have not

yet been extended towards spatiotemporal data structures neither

applied in the context of sensor networks.

Dong et al. [8] observed that, given the nature of the early-

formulated EPs (larger in size and small in support), naïve al-

gorithms are costly and the Apriori property does not hold for

EPs, proposing dedicated EP searches, and further extending these

searches to build a classifier. Similarly, a substantial number of

following works proposed the use EPs in classification tasks

[26, 27, 27, 32]. Liu et al. [27] monitored gene expression under
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varying conditions, aiming at detecting trends under these condi-

tions across genes for cells of the same type in order to predict the

class of cells from the underlying EPs. Li et al. [28] extended these

contributions using more efficient search variants. Fan et al. [9]

propose a hybrid version of previous EP classifiers and Naive Bayes,

yielding interpretation facilities.

Novak et al. [34] presented a survey on supervised descriptive

rule discovery, a framework combining contrast set mining (CSM),

emerging pattern mining (EPM), and sub-group discovery (SD).

They explain that "while all these research areas aim at discover-

ing patterns in the form of rules induced from labeled data, they

use different terminology and task definitions, claim to have differ-

ent goals, claim to use different rule learning heuristics, and use

different means for selecting subsets of induced patterns".

In terms of efficiency, Fan et al. [10] in an effort addressed the is-

sue of a large number EPs being generated by EPmining approaches

by proposing an algorithm which considers only interesting EPs.

This interestingness score is based on: support, growth rate, and a

relationship between EPs and statistical measures. Soulet et al. [40]

further proposed condensed representations of EPs based on the

classic concept of frequent closed pattern.

More recent contributions extend EP discovery towards large-

scale data [13, 14] by combining evolutionary fuzzy systems with

the MapReduce paradigm; three-dimensional data via triclustering

algorithms [22]; collections of events using both generative and

deterministic approaches [20, 21]; as well as streaming data [41] by

combining evolutionary algorithms with batch strategies.

Song et al. [38] developed a methodology to detect and assess

emerging, unpexpected and added/perished changes in customer

behavior taking into consideration customer profiles and sales data

along time. In the same domain, Chen et al. [44] propose association

rule discovery along different time periods. They extend the early

Song et al. [38] concepts towards emerging, unexpected and added

rules and propose corresponding evaluation measures of growth,

difference, and modified difference. Li et al [25] considered data

from online reviews to identify EPs of hotel features in order to give

hotel managers’ insights about travellers’ interests and expectations.

For additional contributions and applications on EP discovery, the

reader is invited to consult the work of Garcia-Vico et al. [12]. Again,

and despite the relevance of the surveyed contributions on EP

discovery, its applicability towards spatiotemporal data structures

and mobile sensor domains remains unexplored.

Spatiotemporal patterns of road traffic. Although general

principles for spatiotemporal pattern mining have been identified

[2, 30, 42], the existing contributions highly depend on the applica-

tion domain, considerably varying in accordance with the inputted

data structure and pursued patterns of interest. In the context of

traffic monitoring systems, the discovery of actionable spatiotempo-

ral mobility patterns has been considerably researched [31, 36, 37].

Classic approaches make use of statistics, parametric models and

visualization principles to understand spatiotemporal traffic dy-

namics, with particular focus on highlighting discrepancies be-

tween origin-destinationmatrices [18, 31] and establishing views on

changing traffic flows [17, 19, 29]. Clustering has been also applied

to identify road segments with similar traffic load over time [33],

detect vulnerabilities along the road network (recurrent jams over

time termed congestion pockets) [35] and other spatial associations

assessed against external factors of influence [39]. Classic pattern

mining algorithms have been also successfully extended to detect

trajectory patterns (T-Patterns) [15] – location precedences with

timing constraints that occur frequently among trajectory instances

such as railway station
15𝑚𝑖𝑛−−−−−→ town square

2ℎ15𝑚𝑖𝑛−−−−−−−→𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑚; pat-

terns of daily congestion and spatial propagation [7, 23]; amongst

other patterns of urban mobility [45]. Despite their relevance, the

concept of emerging behavior is to our knowledge absent from

the existing approaches. In addition, current approaches are un-

able to provide consolidated pattern views from heterogeneous

spatiotemporal data structures.

4 SOLUTION

As introduced, our work aims at efficiently discovering emerging

patterns from heterogeneous sources of spatiotemporal data pro-

duced by sensor networks. In particular, and as the motivating

study case, we focus on emerging patterns of road mobility from

georeferenced time series data produced by stationary loop coun-

ters, and multivariate event collections produced by GPS sensors.

This task is challenged by the inherently complex spatiotemporal

nature, heterogeneity, and massive size of the target sensor data. To

address these challenges, we propose a linear-time method to com-

prehensively discover emerging patterns, termed E2PAT (Emerging

Event PATtern miner).

E2PAT combines three simplistic yet effective principles: i) spatial

intersection and time windowing operations for the comprehensive

traversal of search space (section 4.1); ii) combined use of time

series differencing operations with linear regressors (section 4.2);

and iii) integrative scoring to measure the relevance of emerging

patterns and control the amount of false positive and false negative

discoveries (section 4.3). E2PAT is available at Github.

4.1 Spatiotemporal data mappings

E2PAT is a two-step process. First, transformation procedures are

applied to consolidate the original spatiotemporal data sources and

map them into new data structures more conducive to the subse-

quent mining task. To this end, spatial and temporal constraints

can be inputted at this stage to guide the discovery.

Second, emerging patterns are discovered from the transformed

data by combining differencing, regression and integrative scoring

principles.

4.1.1 Spatial constraints. For handling trajectories of arbitrary

length, there is the need to fix an adequate spatial granularity.

E2PAT offers two major possibilities. First, E2PAT can rely on an

already established categorization. For instance, street names in

the context of road trajectory data or every segment between two

junctures/nodes from a sensor network are supported criteria.

Second, the categorization can be automatically produced using

a geographical mesh/grid for segmenting the set of all possible

trajectories. The granularity of the input mesh can either create

coarser or finer spatial views in comparison with the first option.

Under the selected spatial granularity, events are then linked

to one or more segments in accordance with their spatial extent.

To this end, simplistic yet efficient trajectory-mesh indexation and

4
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trajectory-segment intersections are applied to associate events to

segments in linear time (section 4.4).

Finally, the events associated with each one of the identified

segments are temporally ordered to compose a sparse (multivari-
ate) time series from each event’s timestamp, 𝑡 , and (multivariate)

observation, x.

4.1.2 Temporal constraints. Three major types of temporal con-

straints can be placed. First, calendrical constraints can be placed

to segment the available data in (possibly overlapping) data chunks,

and data transformations applied on each chunk. By default, the day

of the week, weekdays, holidays, and on/off-academic period calen-

dars are considered. Emerging patterns are discovered in linear-time

for each one of these calendars (section 4.4).

Second, a time granularity (e.g. 15-minute, hour or on/off-peak

intervals) can be optionally specified to guide the discovery of

emerging behaviors. In its absence, the proposed pattern discovery

is iteratively performed using multiple time aggregations. Note that

emerging patterns are not detected over a continuous timeline due

to daily traffic cycles. Instead, they are discovered on these time

windows throughout the days of the previously fixed calendar.

Given a specific time granularity, georeferenced time series can

then be resampled using aggregators (e.g. sum of vehicles per time

interval, average vehicle speed per time interval). In the context of

spatiotemporal event data, the sparse series produced under the

principles introduced in previous section 4.1.1 are resampled using

aggregation procedures in accordance with the target variables (e.g.

event withmaximum spatial extension per time interval, or severity

mode from the occurring events).

Third, larger time windows, spanning a fixed number of weeks,

can be optionally specified to guide the discovery of patterns whose

emerging behavior was only recently elicited (spanning just a par-

tial period). By default, a single window spanning all the available

data is considered since late-occurring patterns can still be detected

under the proposed differencing operations.

4.1.3 Data transformation. Once these constraints are fixed, data
mappings are applied to transform the original spatiotemporal

data structures into multivariate time series data, more conducive

to the subsequent step. In the target structure, each observation

corresponds to a day from a specific calendar at a specific time (see

section 4.1.2) and each variable measures some aspect of the target

system at a specific location. Considering road traffic monitoring

systems, the transformed ILD data measures the number of cars

passing over a single loop detector during a specific time interval

for each calendar day. For the geolocalized speed data, multiple

measurements are taken per event and principles from section 4.1.1

applied to aggregate events per road segment. Figure 1a and 1b

show the original structures of ILD and geolocalized speed data.

The integration of the previous mappings is a simple concatena-

tion of the time series variables resulting from the transformation

of each data source, as shown in Figure 1c.

4.2 Series differencing and emergence

4.2.1 Comprehensive emerging pattern discovery. The proposed

mapping generates as many multivariate time series as the number

of calendars, time intervals per day, and fixed spatial granularity

(a) Original ILD data structure

(b) Original geolocalized speed data structure

(c) Integrative series data structure

Figure 1:Original and transformed spatiotemporal data structures.

(a) Original time series (b) Differenced time series

Figure 2: Role of time series differencing operations for detecting

emerging trends using linear models.

(section 4.2), i.e. number of regions in the context of mobile sensors

and sensorized locations in the context of stationary sensors.

E2PAT is then applied for each variable of each multivariate time

series in order to detect isolated emerging behavior in accordance

with differencing and regression principles (sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).

The found emerging behaviors are then comprehensively assessed

using integrative scoring principles (section 4.3) and combined to

produce the target emerging pattern profiles.

4.2.2 Differencing. Given the fact that heterogeneous sensor net-

works produce massive data, learning non-linear (auto-)regressive

models is a computationally expensive task, intractable to the target

end. To tackle this observation, we make use of simple yet effective

time series differencing operations.

Time series differencing is the act of subtracting consecutive

observations from a time series, x𝑡+1 − x𝑡 . Time series differencing

5
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has been traditionally applied in time series analysis to stationarize

non-stationary time series. In the context of our work, we use this

principle with a different end, to approximate emerging trends

using linear regressions as illustrated in Figure 2. When a time

series follows an exponential trend explained by a certain growth

factor (e.g. Figure 2a), the differenced time series will have a linear

behavior (e.g. Figure 2b). This turns time series differencing a robust

candidate for the targeted task.

4.2.3 Regression. E2PAT allows the search for three types of pat-

terns: simple, emerging and abruptly changing patterns. Simple
patterns are simple trends in the original time series data, approxi-

mated by a linear regression with the dependent variable being a

variable (e.g. speed limit or jam spatial extent) and the independent

variable the calendar day.

Emerging patterns are trends when the target series variable is

differenced, allowing us to capture exponential trends.

Finally, abruptly changing patterns are trends observed in time se-

ries after two differencing operations (i.e. second-order differenced

series).

To identify the linear trends on the (differenced) time series, a

simple linear regression is estimated on each variable using the

least squares method, with slope, 𝑑 ,

𝑑 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑖 −
∑𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑡𝑖
𝑛∑𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑥2

𝑖
−

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑥2

𝑖

𝑛

, (1)

and a coefficient of determination, 𝑟2
,

𝑟2 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖 − ¯𝑥)2∑𝑛
𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2
. (2)

Linear-time decomposition of the time series can be optionally

applied to remove seasonal and cyclical components for a more

correct approximation of the determination coefficient.

4.3 Integrative scoring

An integrative scoring, yielding statistical properties of interest,

is proposed to quantify the relevance of patterns. The score is

further used to filter the outputted emerging patterns in order to

minimize the presence of both false positive patterns (retrieved yet

not relevant) and false negative patterns (not retrieve yet relevant).

The proposed score function is influenced by four major at-

tributes:

• the slope of the linear regression, measuring the growth rate

of the pattern;

• the 𝑟2
of the regressive model, measuring the accuracy term

of the pattern (1 when optimal and near 0 when random);

• the relative support of the pattern (i.e. the number of obser-

vations in the pattern divided by the maximum number of

observations found within the same data source);

• the differencing order (section 4.2.2), a term to favour emerg-

ing patterns against simple trends.

The proposed scoring function is given by:

score(𝑑, 𝑟2, 𝑠𝑢𝑝, 𝑝) = (𝛼1 × 𝑑 + 𝛼2 × 𝑟2 + 𝛼3 × sup)𝛼4 (1+𝑝)
(3)

where 𝑑 is the slope of the fitted linear regression (1), 𝑟2
is the

coefficient of determination (2), sup is the relative support, and 𝑝 is

differencing order (0 if absent).𝛼1,𝛼2,𝛼3 and𝛼4 are parameterizable

weights for each factor that can obtain under a sensitivity analysis.

Compelling empirical evidence from the Lisbon’s road traffic system

suggests 𝛼1=0.3, 𝛼2=0.5, 𝛼3=0.2 and 𝛼4=1 as default values.

The 𝑑 term is bounded between -1 and 1, while 𝑟2
and 𝑠𝑢𝑝 terms

are bounded between 0 and 1. As a result, the proposed score func-

tion is also bounded between -1 and 1.

Because the sign of the score is dictated by the slope 𝑑 , it easily

informs whether we are in the presence of a congestion pattern

(positive score) or a decongestion pattern (negative score). In the

context of urban mobility, some of the monitored variables includ-

ing speed limits, jam spatial extent, jam recurrence, jam delay, jam

severity, and car frequencies. With the exception of speed limits,

all the values measured for the remaining road traffic variables

increase when congestion levels increase. As such, we change the

sign of the slope of the speed limit variables, so that patterns with

different road traffic variables can be interpreted seamlessly.

In addition to its easily interpretable bounds, the statistical dis-

tribution of the scores computed for the found patterns from spa-

tiotemporal traffic data reveals that the observed values approx-

imately follow a centered Gaussian distribution, passing tests of

normality at 𝛼=0.05 significance level.

4.4 Computation complexity of E2PAT

Theorem. E2PAT has linear time complexity on the input data size.

Proof. First, considering georeferenced time series data. Let us as-

sume the presence of 𝑟 stationary devices, each measuring𝑚 vari-

ables along𝑇 steps. Input data in this context has𝑂 (𝑟𝑚𝑇 ) size. Now
consider the presence of 𝑘1 calendars and the presence of 𝑘2 time

periods per day. The proposed transformation process will lead to

the formation of 𝑘1𝑘2𝑟 time series, each with a𝑚 multivariate order.

This leads to time series data of size𝑂 (𝑘1𝑘2𝑟𝑚
𝑇
𝑘2

)=𝑂 (𝑘1𝑟𝑚𝑇 ). Note
that the number of calendars is always a small constant. For in-

stance, considering the days of the week, where weekdays are

further decomposed according to on and off-academic periods,

𝑘1=2+5×2=12. As such, the produced time series have size𝑂 (𝑟𝑚𝑇 ).
As the data transformation step is just based on linear-time segmen-

tation and resampling operations, the computational complexity of

this step is in fact 𝑂 (𝑟𝑚𝑇 ).
Three differencing operations, 𝑘3=3, are applied to allow the

discovery of emerging and abruptly changing patterns. As differ-

encing is a linear operation, this step takes𝑂 (𝑘3𝑟𝑚𝑇 )=𝑂 (𝑟𝑚𝑇 ) time.

Finally, linear regressions are learn for each variable of each time se-

ries. Since the calculus of formulae (1) and (2) is also accomplished in

linear time, the time complexity of this step is 𝑂 (𝑘3𝑟𝑚𝑇 )=𝑂 (𝑟𝑚𝑇 ).
Let us now consider spatiotemporal event data, and the presence

of massive number of 𝑞 events with varying timestamps and trajec-

tories spanning different geographies. Let us consider the presence

of a total number of 𝑘4 trajectory segments. The production of

these segments against a user-defined mesh can be understandably

performed in linear time using a simple spatial data structure. In

addition, the indexation of the 𝑞 events into these segments has

time complexity of 𝑂 (𝑘4𝑞). Since 𝑘4 is also a constant, the time

6
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complexity of the transformation stage is 𝑂 (𝑞). Similarly as de-

scribed for georeferenced time series data, the subsequent steps on

the transformed event series with total size 𝑂 (𝑞𝑚) (where𝑚 is the

multivariate order of the events) can be computed in linear time,

yielding 𝑂 (𝑞𝑚) complexity. □

5 RESULTS

Considering the Lisbon city as a study case, we applied the proposed

approach to comprehensively discover emerging traffic patterns of

road mobility from geolocalized speed data provided byWAZE and

inductive loop detector (ILD) data collected during a two month

period in central junctures of the city (Figure 3). To illustrate the

enumerated potentialities, the gathered results from consolidated

ILD-WAZE data sources are discussed.

(a) ILD locations (b)WAZE events

Figure 3:Map visualization of the two sources of urban traffic data

along the studied area: a) ILD sensor placement; b) WAZE events.

Experimental setting. The score parameters were chosen by em-

pirically experimenting different values and validating the relevance

of the best scored patterns with mobility experts from LNEC
4
and

CML
5
. Upon experimental analysis, a higher weight was allocated

to the 𝑟2
term to ensure that high scored patterns corresponded

to regressions with a good degree of fitness. Since we are analyz-

ing consolidated sensor data from ILD and WAZE event data, a

lower weight was given to the support terms so that patterns from

the sparser event data are not penalized in relation to the more

dense stationary ILD data. The fixed score parameter values were:

𝛼1 = 0.3; 𝛼2 = 0.5; 𝛼3 = 0.2.

Emerging patterns of road traffic

Table 1 presents the best scored congestion and decongestion traffic

patterns on the consolidated ILD-WAZE data. The results gathered

from our solution capture a wide variety of simple and emerging

patterns on different traffic variables, spanning different road seg-

ments at different periods of the day. By having a quick overview

of the table results, we can remark some interesting aspects: (i) the

discrepancy between the support of ILD andWAZE patterns did not

prevent the discovery of varied patterns, showing the importance

of a proper score parameterizations able to handle arbitrarily-high

data sparsity levels; (ii) the 𝑟2
of emerging patterns from the station-

ary ILD sensors is generally lower than those produced frommobile

4
http://www.lnec.pt/en/departmental-units/transportation-department/

5
https://www.lisboa.pt/cidade/urbanism

(a) Emerging congestion pattern

(growing jam extension) with score:

0.25 = (𝛼1∗0.24+𝛼2∗0.12+𝛼3∗(13/15))2

(b) Simple congestion pattern (de-

creasing speed limit) with score:

0.28 = (𝛼1∗−0.94+𝛼2∗0.61+𝛼3∗(9/31))1

(c) Emerging traffic throughput trend

with score:

0.21 = (𝛼1∗0.06+𝛼2∗0.03+𝛼3∗(47/48))2

(d) Simple traffic throughput trend

with score:

0.21 = (𝛼1∗0.31+𝛼2∗0.58+𝛼3∗(48/48))1

Figure 4: Illustrative set of patterns found by E2PAT in consoli-

dated ILD-WAZE data.

sensors. A minimum threshold on the 𝑟2
term can thus be placed to

guarantee the absence of false positive discoveries; (iii) among the

highest and lowest scored patterns, we find an emerging sharing

the same street (R. Castilho) and time (13:00) due to an increase of

jam extensions but, simultaneously, a higher throughput of cars.

To guide the interpretation of the found patterns and the asso-

ciated scores, Figure 4 visually depicts four of the found patterns

(two emerging and two simple patterns from each data source).

The red line corresponds to the resulting regression and the blue

dots are the data points after the undertaken transformation pro-

cedures. Fig.4a presents an emerging pattern associated with an

increased traffic queue. The pattern has a considerably good score,

which is visually justified by the accentuated slope and moderate

fitness to the data points. Fig.4b depicts a speed congestion pattern,

which for this variable has negative slope (decreasing limit). Fig.4c

shows an ILD emerging pattern with a relatively low 𝑟2
, but with

a small moderately positive tendency from many available data

points. Finally, Fig.4d is one of the top simple ILD patterns, showing

an accentuated slope and a good fitness term.

E2PAT visualization tool

A visualization tool was developed to support the analysis and

guide the navigation throughout the outputted pattern solutions.

The E2PAT tool is integrated within a decision support system that

is currently being deployed in the Lisbon city Council to support

urban mobility reforms.

An overview of the tool is shown in Figures 5 and 6. The tool

provides a user friendly interface for querying the desirable sources

7
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Time Location Attribute Pattern Type Score 𝑅2
Slope Support

13:00 R. Castilho Spatial Extension Emerging 0.51 0.81 0.50 5

22:00 Av. da Liberdade Spatial Extension Simple 0.39 0.75 1.00 6

08:00 R. Castilho Spatial Extension Emerging 0.36 0.68 0.31 5

13:00 R. Braamcamp Spatial Extension Simple 0.33 0.98 0.20 6

22:00 Túnel do Marquês Speed Simple 0.28 0.61 -0.94 9

03:00 Av. da Liberdade Spatial Extension Emerging 0.27 0.55 0.26 6

10:00 R. Sousa Martins Delay Emerging 0.24 0.60 0.10 5

18:00 R. Sol ao Rato Spatial Extension Simple 0.24 0.74 0.61 5

16:00 R. Joaquim António de Aguiar Delay Emerging 0.24 0.54 0.20 5

20:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging 0.22 0.01 0.07 48

19:00 ILD cod21 :id12 Car Frequency Emerging 0.22 0.02 0.05 48

19:00 ILD cod3 :id23 Car Frequency Emerging 0.22 0.02 0.05 48

12:00 ILD cod3 :id14 Car Frequency Emerging 0.22 0.03 0.06 47

12:00 ILD cod21 :id24 Car Frequency Emerging 0.22 0.03 0.06 47

13:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging 0.21 0.00 0.06 47

19:00 ILD cod21 :id24 Car Frequency Emerging 0.21 0.01 0.04 48

19:00 ILD cod3 :id14 Car Frequency Emerging 0.21 0.01 0.04 48

16:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging 0.21 0.00 0.05 47

22:00 ILD cod21 :id24 Car Frequency Simple 0.21 0.58 0.31 48

22:00 ILD cod3 :id14 Car Frequency Simple 0.21 0.58 0.31 48

18:00 R. Sol ao Rato Delay Emerging -0.21 0.39 -0.34 5

07:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.22 0.00 -0.07 47

12:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.22 0.00 -0.07 47

08:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.22 0.00 -0.08 47

22:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.22 0.00 -0.08 48

18:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.22 0.00 -0.08 48

11:00 R. Silva Carvalho Speed Emerging -0.23 0.24 0.56 5

10:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.23 0.00 -0.11 47

11:00 R. Viriato Spatial Extension Simple -0.24 0.89 -0.17 6

09:00 ILD cod3 :id9 Car Frequency Emerging -0.24 0.00 -0.15 47

04:00 Av. da Liberdade Speed Simple -0.27 0.78 0.57 6

23:00 Av. da Liberdade Spatial Extension Emerging -0.31 0.15 -0.90 5

03:00 Av. da Liberdade Speed Simple -0.34 0.76 0.87 6

08:00 R. das Amoreiras Speed Emerging -0.34 0.14 1.00 5

13:00 R. Castilho Speed Simple -0.35 0.72 1.00 5

08:00 R. Castilho Speed Simple -0.36 0.83 0.75 5

18:00 R. Sol ao Rato Speed Simple -0.39 0.77 0.99 5

22:00 Av. da Liberdade Speed Simple -0.45 0.81 1.00 6

08:00 R. Castilho Speed Emerging -0.49 0.76 0.56 5

13:00 R. Castilho Speed Emerging -0.65 0.82 0.94 5

Table 1: Top 20 congestion and decongestion traffic patterns in the studied area under a weekday calendar.

of spatiotemporal data by selecting the desirable types of sensors

spread across the Lisbon’s city and variables of interest. The data can

be queried by date, under different calendrical and time granularity

constraints, as well as filtered spatially using the geometric selection

tool in the map.

Figure 5: Overview of the user dashboard for querying the road

traffic data sources.

The pattern solutions are presented using both interactive tables

and interactive maps. The listed emerging patterns can be sorted

by spatial and temporal criteria in order to aggregate potentially

correlated patterns; as well as by the final score or by each one of the

constituent terms (growth, fitness and support). The E2PAT further

(a) Congestion patterns (b) Decongestion patterns

Figure 6: Map visualization of the found patterns from both ILD-

WAZE data sources using score-based coloring of point-based and

trajectory-based emerging patterns.
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supports different importation-exportation facilities, allowing the

queried data and pattern solutions to be exported into a CSV format

to perform further analyzes.

The outputted maps offer a wide-range of possibilites for users

to comprehensively explore emerging patterns in accordance with

their relevance and spatiotemporal properties. The map has a time

selector which allows the user to select specific time points or

aggregate results produced over a time range. The visualizations can

also vary in accordancewith the selected variables of higher interest.

The count, which represents the number of times a trajectory was

congested between a certain period, is summed, and for the speed

and delay the mean is calculated.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work proposed the E2PAT method to discover emerging pat-

terns from heterogoeneous sensor networks in linear time. E2PAT

combines spatiotemporal data mappings with simple yet effective

time series differencing operations to find emerging behaviors. Dif-

ferencing orders are explored to further find regular trends and

abruptly changing behaviors. E2PAT further provides statistical

guarantees of pattern growth, support and accuracy, as well as

visualization and navigation facilities, to safeguard the soundness

and usability of the pattern analysis process.

An integrative score is also proposed to measure the relevance

of emerging patterns, offering a sound criterion to control the false

positive and negative discovery rates. Remarkably, we show that

the proposed score yields statistical properties of interest: bounded,

easily interpretable, and passes normality tests for the found pattern

solutions.

To assess the significance of the proposed contributions, E2PAT

was applied over the Lisbon’s road traffic monitoring system. Re-

sults from geolocalized speed and loop counter data confirm the

ability to fully retrieve all the emerging congestions, spanning di-

verse city regions and time periods of the day in accordance with

the inputted spatial criteria and calendrical constraints.

The found emerging patterns of urban mobility explore the mul-

tivariate nature of the gathered data, covering different jam-related

views, such as speed limits, vehicle passage frequencies, and the

spatial extent of congested road segments. Results further evidence

the ability to unveil actionable, interpretable of road mobility, thus

providing a trustworthy context with enough feedback to support

mobility reforms.

Future work. As future work, we expect to: 1) extend the con-

ducted analysis towards utility supply and communication net-

works; 2) extend E2PAT to combine sources of situational context

(weather, public events, road interdictions); 3) find new pattern

abstractions from emerging behaviors that are spatially and tempo-

rally related; and 4) further explore pattern navigation facilities.
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